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The topological degree, a powerful tool, does not exist for all continuous maps 
which act on infinite-dimensional spaces. Consequently to define a topological 
degree restrictions must be imposed on the class of operators and spaces. 
There are essentially two classes for which a topological degree exists, the 
class of A-proper maps and a class of differentiable Fredholm maps. (The 
A-proper maps act on certain Banach spaces; the Fredholm maps, on certain 
Banach manifolds; for details refer to the survey [14] and to [4, 10, II].) 
In this paper the degree is extended to a larger class which includes the two 
mentioned ones. This class consists of locally A-proper maps and approxima- 
tion sequences defined on a class of Frtchet manifolds. In particular our class 
includes all FrCchet spaces with approximation schemes. This is important, 
since there are equations which can only be solved on the FrCchet space C(0, l), 
but not on CIO, I] (the Hammerstein-type equation in [9] is an A-proper exam- 
ple). In addition the differentiability conditions for Fredholm maps are omitted; 
these conditions are often restrictive in practice. It is also implicitly shown that if 
the degree is nonzero, equations are not only solvable but also approximation 
solvable in the sense of a constructive theory [14]. 
By the use of approximation sequences we will prove that a general product 
formula exists; this is, however, still unknown for A-proper maps. The concept 
of approximation sequences is a natural generalization of “A-proper.” This 
permits the theory to be applied to other approximation schemes than projec- 
tional schemes. 
This is realized in Section 3 where a homology theory is developed which 
extends the theories of Mukherjea [12] and Geba and Granas [8]. This theory 
is of intrinsic interest, as will be shown in a future paper. 
1. FILTRATIONS OF F-MANIFOLDS 
In this section we introduce the necessary notation and facts used throughout 
this paper. Proofs can be found in [15]. In order to define the topological degree 
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by approximations as in [14], we have to consider approximations of FrCchet 
manifolds by finite-dimensional submanifolds. These filtration exist in a quite 
general situation. The CO-case includes the results of Elworthy and Tromba [4] 
and Mukherjea [ll] as special cases. 
Note that all manifolds under consideration are modeled on some fixed 
FrCchet space E with a fixed projectional scheme P = (p,),,, . 
DEFINITION 1.1. A projectional scheme for a FrCchet space E is a sequence 
of continuous linear projections p, , n > no, p,: E-+ E, with the following 
properties: 
(i) the range ofp, , E, =pJE), has dimension n; 
(ii) if no < n < m then p,p, = p,,$, = p,; 
(iii) the sequence (p,) converges pointwise to the identity of E, id, . 
Examples of projectional schemes are well known: refer to [14] and to [13]. 
By standard second-category arguments we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be a Frtkhet space with projectional scheme (p,), then 
(i) the set {p, 1 n 3 no} is equicontinuous; 
(ii) JOY every x E E and neighborhood U of x, there is an integer n, > no and a 
neighborhood V of x, such that for all n > n, pn( V) C U. 
Note that in the Banach space case (i) implies that lip, 11 is bounded. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let M be a manifold modeled on E. A filtration of M is a 
sequence of submanifolds (M,),>,O with the following properties: 
(i) dim(AIJ = n; 
(ii) M, CM,,, for vz 2 no; 
(iii) Mm = Un>n II Mn is a dense subspace of M. 
Examples of filtrations can be found in [I l] and [15]. 
Filtrations arise naturally from continuous Fredholm structures. As in [4], 
these F-structures are connected with Co-Fredholm maps. 
DEFINITION I .4. (i) Manifolds M, N are said to be F-manifolds, if each 
change of charts is a finite-dimensional perturbation of the identity. 
(ii) A map f: M + N is said to be a Co-Fredholm map, if it is locally a 
finite-dimensional perturbation of the identity. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. A manifold is an F-manifold z$f there is a Co-Fredholm map 
,f:M-+E. 
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If M is a differentiable Banach manifold the local representation theorem [l] 
claims that maps are smooth Fredholm maps iff they are Co-Fredholm maps and 
smooth. 
The F-structure will be used to obtain local projections on the manifold. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let M be an F-manifold, then there is a filtration of M, 
(M,), and there is for each x E M a neighborhood U and a sequence of projection 
qrsu: a+M,, n >, n(x) with the following properties: 
(i) qnU(y) converges to y for ally E U. 
(ii) If n(x) < n < m, then qnUqmU = qmUqnU = qnu. 
A pair (U, (qno)) described in Proposition 1.6 is called P-neighborhood. It is 
obtained using suitable charts (U, h) and defining qno = h-lp,h. 
Now we define the admissible maps of the theory. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let M, N be F-manifolds and f : M-t N a continuous 
map. f is called locally A-proper, if for every x E M there is a neighborhood U 
which is mapped into some P-neighborhood (V, (qn)) of y = f (x) and has the 
property (A) with respect to this P-neighborhood. 
(A) For each sequence (x, ) with x,, E U, = U n M”, and qn(f (xnj)) 
converging to some z EN there ‘is a convergent’ subsequence xSj(k) + x’ s.t. 
f (x’) = z. 
The last statement can in fact be omitted, as the following lemma shows. 
LEMMA 1.8. If (yrJ converges to y, then the sequence (qn(yn)) converges to y 
also. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. The property “A-proper” is in fact independent of the 
special P-neighborhood in Defkition 1.7. 
This proposition is proved with the following lemma based on Lemma 1.8. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let f: M---f E be a continuous map, then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) f is locally A-proper; 
(ii) for all C: M--f E compact (i.e., C(M) is relatively compact) the sum 
f + C is locally A-proper; 
(iii) there is a compact map C: M -+ E, s.t. f + C is locally A-proper. 
The property “locally A-proper” is a generalization of the notion Fredholm 
map. Fredholm maps have locally the form Id + C, C compact, hence 
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PROPOSITION 1.11. Fredholm maps are locally A-proper. 
In general there will be only a mod (2) degree if the manifolds under con- 
sideration are not orientable. This case can easily be derived from the oriented 
one and will not be explicitly mentioned here. For our purposes the following 
definition of an orientation is sufficient. 
DEFINITION 1.12. A filtration (44,) of a manifold M is orientable if all the 
submanifolds M, are orientable. An orientation is a choice of an orientation 
for each fM, . 
The degree will generally be nonintegral, but as in Wong [16] it will be an 
element of the ring *Z, the reduced product of the ring of integers 2. 
DEFINITION 1.13. Let R = (RJ be a sequence of commutative rings with 
unit 1, then the reduced product is the ring 
of sequences (ri) ri E Ri s.t. two sequences are equal if they differ only at a finite 
number of points. 
Remark. If a sequence (ri) is defined for all but a finite number of i’s it will 
also determine a well-defined element of *R (fill up with O’s). 
If for all i, Ri = R’, R’ is embedded in *R by indetifying r’ with the constant 
sequence (ri), ri = r’. 
If there is a sequence (fJ of homomorphisms fi: Ri -+ Qi , then in the 
obvious way f = nfi induces a homomorphism f: *R + *Q. In fact fi need 
only be defined for sufficiently large i. 
In the same manner the reduced product of Ri-modules is defined. 
2. THE TOPOLOGICAL DEGREE OF LOCALLY A-PROPER MAPS 
Remember that all manifolds under consideration are modeled on some fixed 
FrCchet space E with projectional scheme (p,) and that the filtrations are assu- 
med to be oriented. 
In order to simplify defining a topological degree the following lemma [7] is 
crucial. Recall a mapf: X-+ Y is said to be proper if for each compact KC Y, 
f-l(K) is compact. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let X, Y be first countable topological spaces, f : X + Y con- 
tinuous and proper and y E Y, then for every neighborhood U of K = f -l(y) 
there is a neighborhood V of y satisfying f -l(V) C U. 
Proof. Choose a countable neighborhood base {V,} at y s.t. V,,, C V, . 
If the assertion fails, there is an open neighborhood U of K and a sequence 
(xn), x, $ U s.t. f(x,J E V, . Th e set L = (xn , y} is compact as is D = f -l(L). 
D contains the x, , hence there is a convergent subsequence x, --t x $ U. Since 
f (xn,) + y, f(x) = y, a contradiction. 
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1, 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M, N be F-manifolds, f: M-+ N proper, locally 
A-proper, then for each y E N there is a P-neighborhood (V, , (qa”)) s.t. f satisfies 
property (A) of Definition 1.7 with respect to au = f -I( V,) (overbar denotes 
the closure). 
Proof. K = f -l(y) is covered by finitely many open sets s.t. f satisfies (A) 
for each of them, hence f satisfies (A) for their union U, too. Now choose V, s.t. 
f -‘(Vu) c u. 
Remark 2.3. The P-neighborhood in Proposition 2.2 can be chosen arbi- 
trarily small, connected, s.t. qny is still defined on VU and s.t. f -‘( V,) I-I M, is 
relatively compact. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A P-neighborhood as in Remark 2.3 is called an AP-neigh- 
borhood. 
We have just established that we may restrict ourselves to some neighborhood 
off -l(y). Now we claim the same for the approximation maps fn = qnf off. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let M, N, f b e e ne as is Proposition 2.2, (Vu , (qla)) an d fi d 
AP-neighborhood of y E N and U = f -l( V), U,, = U n Mn , fn = qnf: 
u,, ---f N, . Then there is a connected neighborhood W of y, WC V s.t. for large n 
fl’(q4 W)) = f-lq3qn(W)) n M?l C U. 
Proof. First note that q%(W) C V f or ar e n and small W (Lemma 1.2), 1 g 
hence the following make sense. If the assertion fails there is a sequence 
xnj ~-o~~\u s.t. fn,(Xn,! -Y. BY property (A) a subsequence converges to some 
z E U\U, f(a) = y which contradicts f-l(y) C U. 
Remark. The argument in the proof of Proposition 2.5 is frequently used 
in this section. We will refer to it as argument (A). 
By Proposition 2.5 the finite-dimensional Brouwer degree d(fn , U,, , qn(y)) 
is defined for large n, hence we have the following definition of the degree. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.5 the degree 
D(f, M, y) E *Z is defined by the sequence (d(fn , U,, , Q&J)). 
In this definition the degree seems to be dependent on the special AP-neigh- 
borhood used. But in Proposition 2.9 we will prove that it is in fact independent. 
First let us prove the usual properties. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let M, N be F-manifolds, f : M--t N proper, locally A-proper, 
and y E N. Then the degree D(f, M, y) E *Z is well de$ned and has the following 
properties: 
F( 
(1) If M = N, f = id, , then D(f, M,y) = 1 for all y E M. 
(2) If D(f, M, Y) f 0, then f-W # a. 
(3) If f -l(y) C U’ CM open, then D(f, U’, y) = D(f, M, y). 
(4) D(f, M, y) is constant on some neighborhood of y. 
(5) If I = [0, I], F: M x I-t N is proper, locally A-proper and ft = 
t), then D(ft , M, y) is constant for all t. 
(6) Let U = Ult, Ui , Ui open, Ui n Uj = % if i # j, then 
D(f, U, Y) = f D(f j u, > U, > Y). 
i-1 
Proof. (By reduction to the finite-dimensional case.) Recall that D(f, M, y) 
is defined by some fixed open U 1 f-‘(y). 
(1) Evident. 
(2) If D(f, M, y) # 0 there is a sequence (xn,) E Un, s.t. f (xla,> = qnj(y). 
f is A-proper on U, hence we are done. 
(3) By construction we may replace U and u’ by U n U’ 1 f-‘(y). Now 
apply the finite-dimensional property. 
(4) In Proposition 2.5 we showed that there is a connected W s.t. 
f-l(W)C Uandf;‘(q,(W))C U,f or 1 arge n. Therefore the Brouwer degree of 
fn is constant on qn( W), hence D(f, M, y) is constant on W. 
(5) It is easily verified that ft is proper and locally A-proper, hence 
D(ft , M, y) is well defined. Now since I is connected, it is sufficient to show 
that D(ft , M, y) is locally constant. 
Let t, E 1, (V, (qn)) an AP-neighborhood of y with respect to F. ft, is locally 
A-proper, hence there are neighborhoods U’, U of f<‘(y) s.t. f<‘(y) C U’C 
0’ C U C F-l(V) = A, and a neighborhood W of y s.t. for large n (qnf )-’ (qn W) 
C U’. Applying argument (A) we derive the existence of a neighborhood I’ of t, 
and of a neighborhood W’ of y s.t. F-l(y) n M x I’ C U’ x I’ and 
(p,F)-l (qn(W)) A A x I’ C U’ x I’ for large n. Hence for large n F, = 
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q,,f: U,, x I’-,N,, is a homotopy s.t. F;‘(q,(y)) C u’, x I’ is compact; hence 
d(q,& , U, , qny) is constant on I’. Therefore D(ft , M, y) is constant on I’, too. 
(6) Evident. 
Note that as a consequence of (4) we can always assume y E N, for some 
sufficiently large n. 
It remains to be proved that the degree is independent of the special AP- 
neighborhood used to define it. First we will prove a special version of the 
product formula and then the independence. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let M be an F-manifold, y E E, f : M + E proper, locally 
A-proper, and g: E--t E a proper compact perturbation of the identity, then for 
large n, d(p,gf, U, , P,Y) = d(pngpnf, U, , P,Y), where (V, (P,)) is an AP- 
neighborhood of y for gf and U = (gf-l (V). 
Proof. First note gf is proper and locally A-proper, so the assertion makes 
sense. Now apply argument (A) to the linear homotopy connecting p,,gf and 
P,gP,f (compare P71). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. In Dejinition 2.6 the number D(f, M, y) is independent of 
the particular AP-neighborhood. I.e., let (V, (qn)), (V’, (q’J be two AP-neigh- 
borhoods of y, U =.f-l(V), U’ = f -‘( V’), W = V n V’, and U, = f p’( W), then 
D(f, U, y) = D(f, U, , y) = D’(f, U, , y) = D’(f, U’, y) where D, D’ denote 
the degree de$ned by (9%)) (q’,J, respectively. 
Proof. The first and the last equation follow from Proposition 2.7(3). In 
order to prove the second one, we assume V = V’, U = u’, y E Nn, . qn , qln 
are defined by charts g, h; by the definition of an F-manifold t = hg-l is a finite- 
dimensional perturbation of the identity. For large n the degree is determined 
by the following diagram: 
w 2 pn(W) = w, 
W’Apn(w’) = w’, 
fn = qnf = g-IPngft f’n = q’nf = h-lpnhf, D(f, U, Y) = (d(fn , U, , A), 
D’(f, U, Y> = (d(f ‘n , U, , y)) for n > n, as y E Nn, . Now applying Proposi- 
tion 2.8 togf and tat h(y) we derive d(p,tgf, U,, h(y)) = d(p,tp,gf, U, , h(y)) = 
d(pnhf> U, 9 h(y)) = d(tp,gf> U, > h(y)) since t respects the filtration for large n. 
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From the product formula for the Brouwer degree we derive (note h, = h IN , 
g, = g IN, are charts, t, = h,g;‘): 
n 
W ‘n t U,, , y) = d(h;‘, w’ n > Y> d(Pnhf~ Un , h(y)) 
= d(h;‘, w’ n , Y> Wzuf> Un , h(y)) 
= d(h;l, w’ n 1 Y) d&l v WTl 7 h(Y)) awf, un ? ‘T(Y)) 
= d(hhz 3 Wvt > Y> d(pngf, Un > g(?iN 
= d(g,‘> Wn t Y> d(iwfv Un 9 g(y)) 
= Wn > u, 7 Y). 
From Proposition 2.8 the product formula is easily derived by a local analysis. 
The proof will be omitted. Later we derive an improved version of the formula 
which extends Proposition 2.10. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.10. Let M, N, N’ be F-manifolds, f: M + N, g: N -+ N’ 
proper, locally A-proper maps, {NJ the components of N. If either map is a Fredholm 
map and g-‘(y) is contained in some P-neighborhood, then 
D(gf, M, y) = CA D(g, NA , Y) o(f, M 4 where ZA E g-W n NA - 
3. A HOMOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DEGREE 
AND THE PRODUCT FORMULA 
In this section, the degree of approximating sequences is discussed using 
homological concepts. As a special case we obtain the degree of the previous 
section. 
The manifolds are modeled on some fixed Frechets space E with projections 
(p,J. The filtrations are assumed either to be oriented or the coefficient ring 
will be “2,; in any case there will be a well-defined element o, E H,(M, , M,\K) 
for each compact K C 2M, which is mapped onto a generator of H,(M, , M,\(x)) 
for each x E K. For details refer to Dold [2]. 
The homology of a pair of subsets A C B C M is defined as the reduced pro- 
duct of their finite-dimensional parts. This implies that the theories of Mukberjea 
[12] and Geba and Granas [8] are included. In these cases it is possible to build 
the direct limit, so that the degree is single valued. This is generally not the case 
in our context. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let M be a manifold with filtration (M,), B C A C M and 
H, , [H*] a [co-] homology theory for topological spaces; then we define: 
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(i) A, = A n M, , B, = B n Mn; 
(ii) fL-,(A, B) = *FI K-&b, B,), 
Hoc-“(A, B) = *n H”-“(An , B,). 
To fix ideas, one can think of H,(A, , B,) as the singular homology groups 
with integer coefficients. 
In order to define the morphisms, a mapf: (A, B) + (C, D) has to be appro- 
ximated by a sequencef,: (A,, B,) + (C, , D,); this is always possible if there 
are suitable projections. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let M, N be manifolds with filtration (M,), (NJ, res- 
pectively, BCACM, nCCCNandf:(A,B)+(C,D), then: 
(i) A sequence fn: (A, , B,) + (C, , D,) is called an A-sequence off, 
if it converges pointwise to f. 
(ii) An A-sequence (f,J is called an AP-sequence if it is equicontinuous 
and for each sequence x,, E Anj s.t. fn,(xnl) is convergent there is a convergent 
subsequence. 
(iii) An A-sequence (f,J off ’ d m uces the following morphisms: 
fax--m: H,-,(A, B) --t &-,(C, D), 
f m-m: H=-“(C, D) --f Hm-“(A, B), 
by taking *n (fJ.+ and *n (fn)* of Definition 1.13. 
Remark 3.3. (i) It is sufficent to consider the definitions only for large n. 
(ii) If for large n there are projections qn: C -+ N, s.t. qn(f (A,)) C C and 
df V4J) C Q then fn = qnf IA, is an A-sequence of f (e.g., B = D = %, 
C = E, qn = 9,). If in addition f is A-proper then (fn) is an AP-sequence. 
(iii) If f(An , B,) C (C, , D,), then fn = f iA, is an A-sequence off; if in 
addition f is proper, then the fn build an AP-sequence (e.g., the case of 
Mukherjea [12]). 
(iv) If N is an F-manifold, y E Nn, and D = {y}, then by excision we can 
arrive at the situation of (ii); this is the case of the previous section. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let E be a Banach space with projectional scheme (p,), 
S = {X E E j /I x /j = 11, B = (X E E 1 11 x /I ,( 1). The homology of S is calcu- 
lated by simplicial homology 
H,-,(S) = *n Hn_,(lSW1) = (0) if mf 1, 
= *Z if m = 1. 
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Iff: B -+ E satisfiesf-l(0) n S = ,ET , then there is the induced mapf’: S -+ S, 
f’(X) = Ilfc-w’f(x>- If (fn) is an A-sequence off (e.g., fn =pnf le,) which 
satisfies (0): f;'(O) n 9-r = o for large n, then f In: 9-l + P-1, 
f ‘JX) = iif ‘IL(x)I1-l f ‘n(X) is an A-sequence off '. Hence (f 'Jrnpl: *Z -+ "2 is 
is well defined and of the form d. id,, , d E *Z. In this case the degree is given 
by d. If in addition f is A-proper, then (5) is always satisfied for fn = pnf jB, 
and we obtain the degree of the previous section. 
In order to attack the general case, the following lemma is of use. Recall that E 
metrizable implies that so is the manifold. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let M, N be manifolds with$ltrations (M,J, (NJ, A C M open, 
B C N open, y E N, and f : 2 + B as follows: 
(1) For all CC A f Ic isproper. 
(2) f-l(y) n 8A = o (a denotes the boundary). 
Then: 
(i) F = f-l(y) is compact. 
(ii) There are open sets V, U s.t. F C V C Y C U C A and U, = U n M, 
is relatively compact. 
(iii) For all open V s.t. F C V there is a connected neighborhood W of y 
s.t. f-'(W) c v. 
(iv) y has positive distance to f(aA), i.e., rad(f,y) = dist(y, f(iJA)) > 0. 
(v) f (3A) is closed. 
Proof. (i) F C A is closed, apply (1). 
(ii) M is a regular topological space, hence F can be separated as stated. 
(iii) We can assume V as in (ii), hence f I v is proper. Now apply Lemma 2.1. 
(iv) In (iii) we showed the existence of some neighborhood W of y s.t. 
f-l(W) n 3A = .@, hence dist(y,f(aA)) > dist(y, B\W) > 0. 
(v) A direct consequence of (2) and (iv). 
Note that A-proper maps satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.5. (see [14]). 
By excision we calculate immediately the local homology: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let A CM be open and x EM+ then 
Hm-,(A, A(x)) = *R if n = 0, 
= (0) otherwise. 
Now we are at the point to define the degree of an A-sequence for certain 
values y E N. It is shown to be constant on some neighborhood of each point of 
N, hence it will be well defined everywhere. 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. Let M, N be manifolds with$ltrations (M& (NT,), A C M 
open, B C N open, f: A-+ B s.t. f 1~ is proper for each c C A, y E N\f (aA), and 
V as in Lemma 3S(iii). If (f,,) is an A-sequence off s.t. there is an open connected 
neighborhood W of y with f;‘(w) C V for n > n, , then: 
(i) W can be chosen to satisfy f -l( W) C V and W, relatively compact. 
(ii) For each x E Wn , n > n, , (fn)m-o: X-,(4 A\tf) - H,-,(& B\M) 
is dejked and maps the orientation op = (or,), o?,, E H,(A, , A,\V,J onto some 
d . o, , d E *R, where o, E H&B, B\(z)) is the orzentation at x. 
(iii) The number d in (ii) does not depend on the particular z E W, . 
Proof. (i) A consequence of Lemma 3.5. 
(ii) It follows directly from the definitions and Lemma 3.6. 
_ (iii) Let .zi E W,, , ni>n, for i=l,2. ,z~EW~, n=sup(n,,n,), and 
W, is compact. The conclusion now follows from the following diagram as in 
PI- 
FL > BmK4 
7 
m >, n. 
Now we can define the degree of an A-sequence off. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Let &Z, N, f, (f,J, and y be as in Proposition 3.7; then the 
degree D(f,, , A, y) E *R is defined by the number d of Proposition 3.7(iii). 
Since the assumptions of Proposition 3.7 are fulfilled if (fn) is an AP-sequence, 
we get the following theorem (the proof is obvious). 
THEOREM 3.9. Let M, N, A, B, f: A + B, and y be as in Lemma 3.5. If 
(f,J is an AP-sequence off, then the degree D(fn , A, y) is well dejined and satisfies 
the properties in Theorem 2.7. 
In the case of Mukherjea [12] the degree D(fn , A,y) E R, i.e., d(fn , A,, y) 
is constant for large n. This is proved in [12]; it can also be derived from a 
theorem of Isnard [lo], which states that in this case D(fn , A, y) is uniquely 
determined by some fn . 
If f is proper and locally A-proper then there is the degree given by the 
AP-sequence fn = qnf /ii, as well as the degree of the previous section. The 
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two degrees are in fact identical since the finite-dimensional Brouwer degree is 
unique. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let M, N be F-manifolds, f: M --+ N proper, locally 
A-proper, and y E N. If f,,: un -+ N, is deJned as in Section 2, then D(fn, U, y) = 
D(f, MT Y). 
The question still remains when do two given A-sequences (fn), (g,) off 
have the same degree. This is clearly the case if the sequences are homotopic, 
i.e., for large n fn eg, . If the range is a linear space, we usually get such a 
homotopy by H,(x, t) = tfn(x) + (1 - t) g,(x). If the spaces are manifolds and 
the sequences are “close” we still have such a homotopy. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let M, N be mumfolds with filtrations, V C A C M open, 
BCMopen,f:A+B, yEB, (f,J an A-sequence off, and W a neighborhood of 
y s.t. f ;‘( W,) C V for large n. Then 
0 < dist( y, N\ W) < rad(f, , V, y) = lirn$f(dist( y,fn(An\V,J)) 
< dist(a, f (A\V)). 
Proof. Analog of Lemma 3.5(iv). 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let M, N be manifolds with filtrations (M,,), (NJ, 
UC A CM open, B C N open, f: A --+ B, g: A-+ B s.t. the assumptions of 
Lemma 3.5 hold. If (f,J and (g,) are A-sequences off, g (respectively) s.t. 
(1) (fn) ful$lls the assumptions of Proposition 3.7, 
(2) there is an n, s.t. sup{dist(f,(x), g,(x)) 1 x G A,, n > no} < 
2-l rad(f,, , u, Y). 
Then 
(i) (g,) fulJills the assumptions of Proposition 3.7 as well. 
(ii) D(fn , A, Y> = D(g, , A, Y>. 
Proof. (i) If /I = 2-l rad(f, , U, y), IV’ = {Z E N 1 d(z, y) < j?}, then 
g;l(w’) C U for large n. 
(ii) Using a suitable chart at y, K: V + E we get the homotopy (we can 
assume B = V by excision and y E B,J 
Hn: 6% 9 &\un) x I--+ (B, , %\{yH, 
H,(x, t) = k-l(tk(f,(x)) + (1 - t) k(g,(x)), hence the statement holds. 
Starting at this proposition, one could generalize the degree to uniform 
limits, as in the theory of Fitzpatrick [5]. 
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In the theory of A-proper maps, there is no general product formula; the 
composition of A-proper maps is not expected to remain A-proper. Even if we 
assume the composition to be A-proper, it seems until now impossible to prove 
the product formula. This problem is closely related to the question, whether 
the degree of two AP-sequences of a map is always identical. The author does 
not know a counterexample, but believes that it is not true. 
The composition of AP-sequences, however, is still an AP-sequence, and the 
product formula holds in full generality. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let M, N, N’ be manifolds with $&rations, A C M, B C N, 
CCN’,f:A-+B, andg:B-+C beasinLemma3.5. Ify#gf(aA)ug(aB), 
B, are the components of B\f (aA) and (f,J, (gn) are AP-sequences of f and g, 
respectively, then 
(i) (h,), h, = gnfn is an AP-sequence of gf, 
(ii) D(b , A, Y) = CA o(fn , A, 4 Q, , B\ , Y), where zA E B, n g-‘(y). 
(Note that the sum is$nite, since g-l(y) is compact.) 
Proof. (i) {g,} is equicontinuous, hence gnfn(x) -+ gf (x) for each x E Ar,,, . 
If gnjfnj(Q - ~9 ~12~ E Anj 7 there is a convergent subsequence of (fnl(xnl)), 
hence a subsequence of (xn,) is convergent, too. 
(ii) For each B,, s.t. B, n g-l(y) # ia there are neighborhoods U, , V, , 
W of f -l(gpl( y) n B,), g-l(y) n B, , y, respectively, s.t. for large n 
fn: (f -‘(BJn , f -YB,),\(UJ,) - ((BJn 9 (BJn\(VJn), 
g,: (PA), 9 (BA\VM - G > G\Wn); 
hence D(gnfn , f -YBJ, Y) = D(fn , f -YBJ, 4 D(g, Y B, , Y), zA E g-‘(y) n B,. 
Now apply the sum formula. 
As a corollary we obtain Proposition 2.10. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Proposition 2.10 is true. 
Proof. Choose suitable V 1 g-‘(y) and U r) f -‘( V); the assumptions assure 
that (h,), h, = qngf 10% and (h’,), h’, = qngpnf iuS satisfy the assumptions of 
Proposition 3.12, hence we derive the conclusion of Proposition 2.10 from 
Theorem 3.13. 
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